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The trusty power strip 
 
The old reliable power strip has impacted and improved the lives of millions of consumers. 
Being around for 50 plus years, it’s not surprising that people have started to depend on outlet 
cord power strips to give them more power availability for various devices. One problem with 
power strips is how messy and tangled cords can get when being clustered together. 
Entrepreneurs at blk LA thought of a potential improvement that can modify the classic power 
strip into something much more convenient to all audiences.  
 
Socket-2-who? 
 
Socket-2-em is an extensible socket extension that allows customers to add up to eight outlets 
together. Not only does the Socket-2-em have the ability to share single outlets with peers, but 
there are also two and three prong adapters on a single block. Packaged in eco-friendly material, 
Socket-2-em packs six power adapters at an affordable price and can be purchased in either black 
or white. For indoor use only, Socket-2-em saves space in rooms, office spaces, anywhere 
technology can be involved.  
 
In today’s technology world, it’s interesting that not one company has thought to improve a 
useful product in such a way as Socket-2-em does. The Internet and Social Media has made it 
easier to connect with people around the world. Socket-2-em has the potential for users to 
connect with other people who live similar digital lifestyles as them. Sharing a socket with a 
stranger to charge their iPhone or laptop could be the beginning of a new opportunity in lives. 
 
Our goal is to connect with customers and hope that they can connect with others through our 
products. We want to show consumers that there’s no need to buy big and bulky socket 
extensions when we have created a more convenient, space-saving, sharable extensible socket 
extension that allows purchasers to disconnect single sockets and reconnect with peers. 
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Customers can purchase a pack of six or pack of three and are able to disconnect each socket to 
share with peers or to organize cords.  
 
Socket-2-em was created to help consumers have a space coordinated to their needs that would 
assist in enhancing their desire to be more organized during their day to day routines. 
Socket-2-em has a goal, a goal to become the most trustworthy product that can make busy, 
unmanageable lives little easier. 
 
Stay connected, while disconnecting 
 
Through trial and error, we have been able to help students, parents, businesses all around the 
world take their first step to never losing an Apple charger again or shorting out their power 
strip. Most power strips are only supposed to be used for a certain amount of weeks before the 
charge becomes weaker, eventually losing all power. Socket-2-em is a product that has a year 
warranty.  
 
We give customers the type of power they deserve and need to do all their office and school 
work. Being able to charge your laptop and phone on one outlet will help users stay connected, 
even when the strip is disconnected.  
 
The latest release of Socket-2-em has about 1200 watts in a pack of six. Our product 
development team at blk LA is currently working on making extensible socket extensions that 
can maintain and evenly disrupt more power in each pack of strips. More product improvements 
and releases are estimated to be tested then distributed sometime in 2020. There will be a more 
specific date announced in December.  
 
BLK LA. 
The color black has many interpretations, it can mean several things. Artists believe that black is 
a color and white isn’t, while scientists have said that black is the absence of color. Scientists 
also believe that white is several colors, and black isn’t. Blk LA is what is presented through the 
eye of the viewer. It’s what is interpreted, perceived, thought about to the receiver. 
 
Founded in January 2018, BLK LA’s mission to make hectic lives a little easier by finding what 
products can be improved. Staring at a blog, our brand has grown because of our viewers and we 
want to give something back to them. With Socket-2-em we are able to collaborate with multiple 
businesses to create a more useful product for users of all ages.  
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